I have chosen my choice is withdrawn deal So many years... Question that leaves a wall... Answer yes half self understood. 

Cowardice in one concept... truth in another. And the question - "Why? Do it forever unanswerable. Purpose? Where? Perhaps I can not have the answer. Now... Beauty: Yes, I have found that, all is like a positive. The thick? Remember innocence so clear the mind is see as it first was viewed. But always when seeing what is this beauty for... to the eyes or the beauty. Beauty is the soul's reaction to the eyes to the beauty. 

Beauty is emotional to everything. When seeing what is this beauty for... or, if in the man's answer to what is it is his own thing. 

Completion. Nothing left feeling. New was it there. Do you feel what we have to remember. What we have been possess... feeling - crumbling - miles bloody. In the silence steal wall. 

Following a world gone before men and... men always seem up with my mind's last words with a white hat. 

Why don't the floor blow me.
General — the magic word of war. Possess — crush — clutch close — another devour — watch.

If you try to possess — did you try to possess — didn't you try to possess — didn't the devil — you have, and if possessed yourself — no man — add — my own — and it was what you wanted — compelled me — compelled me — or was it? A little while — a little while.